
 

THE NEW THREATS STRANGER DANGER in today’s world –  Learn how to ID BEHAVIOURS 
Training for Pupils ; Staff & Parents 

We would never suggest that young people avoid social media, but we cannot ignore the 
clear and present danger of harm online & offline in 2018; CSE and County Lines of which 
we all need to be made aware.  We need to build digital resilience and the consequences 
of making mistakes online and how to avoid the pitfalls. In these days the need for 
awareness of stranger danger on and offline is ESSENTIAL has never been more relevant 

Our training is focused on CRITICAL THINKING and implications of being rash. Agenda is age 
appropriate and 30 mins for years 3 & 4; years 5 to 11 are one hour sessions ; twilight for 
staff 2 hours; parents attend with their child with year 6 and option again in the evening 
with OLDER children. 

 CONTENT: 

 Who is at risk and what do the statistics say? 
 Impact and harm of cyber bullying; 
 What is the law, who is accountable and what are the legal age limits? 
 What is consent/abuse/joint enterprise 
 As a parent how can I help navigate around harm online, my photos & safety 

settings? 
 What is predatory behaviour on the internet & CSE & County Lines & peer on peer 

abuse? 
 What are the possible consequences of not following the advice? 
 How many hours sleep a night do I need to succeed at school? 
 What is the negative impact on my health of extreme use of looking at screens? 
 How do I know who is contacting me? 
 What can happen to my photos? 
 Sextortion; live streaming abuse; stalking and how it works 
 How to avoid hate crime and trolls; 
 What are County Lines? & CSE - Child Sexual Exploitation – how does it work? 
 Where are the local risks ? 
 What are the various apps and online games needing caution? 
 What do I need to know to avoid a crisis occurring? 
 What does viral look like, what is the dark web / deep web / surface web? 

 


